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and a repetition of his > familiar vocabulary in a variety
of settings according to the extent and variety of what he
reads. But unconscious progress towards literature may
be more deliberately assisted. This assistance the teacher
of English gives when he calls for contrasts in synonyms,
or points out the differences between an English word
and its nearest vernacular equivalents, or again when in
teaching composition he leads the pupil to realize the
importance of choice and order, and to exercise -his
judgment in performance accordingly.
But every teacher must beware of expecting too-
nice discrimination before its time, and no teacher can
go beyond his own knowledge of the language. For
these reasons it is useless to push this kind of literary
preparation too far.
Interest in the Writer's Personality
Lastly, there is the approach to literature through
interest in the man, that is, in the personality of the
author. With certain kinds of literature it is the revela-
tion through his writing of a unique or fascinating
personality that especially attracts the reader. But,
apart from this, some preliminary acquaintance with
the man or with his topic in the particular circumstances
of his time and place may throw a guiding light upon the
matter or manner of his writing. Interest of the former
kind does not come into the purview of the school; but
of the help available from the latter a brief example
has already been given in this chapter; and the same
general principle governs the recommendations made
elsewhere regarding the explanations about English life
and customs that should form a part of the later intensive
readers and the preparation of the pupil for supplementary
independent reading by previous talk, on the particular
topic where this is unfamiliar.
From instances given above will be understood how a
road may be cleared to literature through the efficient
teaching of language ; and the teacher who is busy ii£
clearing it should not be beguiled into taking short cuts-
that lead only to will-o'-the-wisps. , The general failure1
to interest the school pupil in English literature hitherto,

